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Abstract. In t h i s  paper we will investigate the relevance of a stable family of relative equilibria 
in a dissipative Hamiltonian system with symmetry. We are inreresled in relative equilibria of 
the Hamiltonian system, whose stability followr.from the fact that lhey are local extrema of 
the energy-momentum function which is a combination of the Hamiltonian and a conserved 
quantity of the Hamiltonian system. induced by the momentum map related to the symmetry 
group. 
Although the dissipative perturbation is equivariant under the action of the symmetry group, 
it will destroy the conservation law associated with the symmetry group. We will specify 
its dissipative properties in terms of the induced time behaviour of the momentm map and 
quasi-static a m d i v e  properties of the relative equilibria. By analysing the time behaviour of 
the previously mentioned energy-momentum function we dehve sufficient conditions such that 
solutions of the dissipative system which at initially close to a relative equilibrium can be 
approximared by a (long) cume of relative equilibria. At the end we illustrate the method by 
analysing the example o fa  rigid body in a rotational symmetric field with dissipative rotation-like 
perturbation added. 
AMS'classification scheme numbers: 58F30,34D10, 34D35,34€10 
1. Introduction 
The behaviour of solutions of Hamiltonian systems with symmetry has long been a subject 
of intensive research. The analysis of relative equilibria plays a key role in this research. 
Relative equilibria are equilibria modulo symmetries. For example, if the symmetry group 
is a rotation group, then the relative equilibria are uniformly rotating states. Relative 
equilibria form a highly stmctured class of motions, which makes them accessible for 
detailed analysis. Two (related) systematic ways to analyse the stability of relative equilibria 
are the energy-Casimir method (see Holm et a1 [7], Krishnaprasad and Marsden [8] and 
related papers) and the (reduced) energy-momentum method (see Simo et al 1131, Simo et 
a1 [14] and references therein). The key to both these methods is the characterization of 
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relative equilibria as critical points of the so-called energy-momentum function, which is 
determined by the Hamiltonian and the momentum map, or related induced functions. If 
the relative equilibria are local extremals of the energy-momentum function modulo certain 
symmetries, then they are orbitally stable. 
However, purely Hamiltonian systems seldom occur in reality. Often (small) 
perturbations that destroy the Hamiltonian smcture are present. In this paper we consider 
the relevance of the relative equilibria in the presence of weak dissipation. If momentum 
is dissipated, most relative equilibria are not preserved, even modulo symmetries. Any 
trajectory must pass through the appropriate momentum level sets and will eventually leave 
the neighbourhood of the relative equilibrium it initially approximated and deviate far from 
this initial neighbourhood. Thus it is not generally useful to talk about the stability of a 
single relative equilibrium, but rather a long c u m  of relative equilibria. The basic question 
we address now is the following. 
If a solution of  the dissipative system starts near a relative equilibrium of the 
unperturbed system, can one sharply approximate it by a time-dependent c u m  of 
relative equilibria? 
We shall see that under some reasonable hypotheses, it is possible to characterize 
a curve of relative equilibria with dissipating momentum as being attracting. In Derks 
and Valkering [SI this is shown for finite-dimensional mechanical systems with one cyclic 
coordinate and uniform friction. An extension to more general Hamiltonian systems, but 
still with only one-dimensional symmetry groups, is given in Derks [3] and Derks and 
van Groesen [4]. They consider the approximation o f  solutions of the uniformly damped 
periodic Korteweg-de Vries equation with a curve of cnoidal waves and show that it can 
be approximated by a c w e  of cnoidal waves (which are solitary wave-like solutions of the 
periodic KdV equation). The approximation is sharp in the sense that as the solutions tend 
to zero as t + 00, their difference tends to zero in a norm that sharply picks out differences 
in shape. Roughly speaking, this means that the solution converges to the solimy waves at 
the same rate as the dissipation causes it to disappear. 
In this paper we will generalize the work of [5], by considering a finite-dimensional 
symplectic manifold and a compact (possibly non-Abelian) group of Hamiltonian 
symmetries defining the momentum map J .  We assume that the unperturbed Hamiltonian 
system possesses a smooth manifold of relative equilibria which are stable according to 
the criteria of the energy-momentum method. This assumption is motivated by the work 
of Bloch et al [Z]. They consider a relative equilibrium for which the energpmomentum 
method predicts formal instability. By adding a small, momentum preserving damping to 
the Hamiltonian system, the relative equilibrium becomes unstable. It seems unlikely that 
such relative equilibria are stable under perturbations which do not preserve the momentum 
map, hence our assumption on the stability of the relative equilibria. This assumption allows 
us to use the energy-momentum function to estimate distances on a neighbourhood of the 
relative equilibria. 
We assume that the perturbation is smooth, dissipative, and equivariant for the action of 
the symmetry group. Furthermore, there are three technical hypotheses on the perturbation. 
First, the influence of the perturbation on the momentum map has to be such that the value 
of the momentum map J(u( t ) )  of any solution u( t )  has a limit f o r t  + CO. This assumption 
allows us to provide an asymptotic prediction of the behaviour of the system. Secondly, 
the manifold of relative equilibria need not be invariant under the perturbed dynamics, but 
the effects of the perturbation that push trajectories away from the manifold of relative 
equilibria should not be strong for a long time. Finally, every relative equilibrium has to be 
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attractive in a 'quasi-static' context. This means that the linearization of the perturbation in 
directions tangential to the level set of the momentum map is attractive towards the relative 
equilibria. 
For an approach proving the stability of the curve of relative equilibria, we look at the 
conservative case. Can the traditional variational analysis of the relative equilibria be used in 
a dissipative setting? The answer is, to a great extent, yes., Once the stability of the relative 
equilibria in the absence of dissipation and the asymptotic properties of the evolution of the 
momentum map itself under the influence of dissipation are known, we have most of the 
information in hand that is required to analyse the stability of the dissipative trajectories. 
The approximation result is the following. 
Let u( i )  be a solution of the perturbed system and let p(i )  = J(u(t)) .  If the 
initial distance between u(0) and the manifold of relative equilibria is small, say of 
order O(&), then the distance between u ( t )  and the relative equilibria on the level 
set J = p(t)  is of order O(Ee-''), for all i 2 0, where the constant K depends 
only on the perturbation. 
Our strategy for the proof of this estimate is as follows: a familiar approach to the stability 
analysis of relative equilibria in the absence of dissipation is to use the energy-momentum 
function as a Lyapunov function. In the presence of dissipation, it is natural to hope that 
one can estimate the time derivative of this Lyapunov function based on the dissipative 
equations. However, it turns out that this estimate is not sufficiently sharp because the 
family of relative equilibria is not invariant for the perturbed system. To sharpen the 
estimate one needs to define a slightly different Hamiltonian. We construct a small (of the 
order of the perturbation) addition to the Hamiltonian and show that this new Hamiltonian 
has relative equilibria that satisfy the perturbed equation to one higher order. (A similar 
idea for this construction is used in [3-51 and in Lebovitz and Neishtadt 191.) 
As an application of the general ideas, we study the example of a rigid body in a 
rotationally symmetric field with a dissipative rotation-like perturbation. This example, 
with configuration space R3 x S0(3), is intended to illustrate some of the geometlic 
considerations: the phase space is a nonlinear manifold, the group does not act freely 
on the limiting relative equilibrium, and the subgroup of momentum-preserving symmetries 
is not constant. Nonetheless, the analysis can be carried out and the approximation with the 
curve of relative equilibria can be verified. 
Appropriate manipulations of the symmetries of the system will be a recurrent theme 
in our analysis. Hence we briefly discuss some of the most important concerns. It is a well 
known aspect of the study of.Hamiltonian systems with symmetly that relative equilibria 
are fixed points of the induced dynamics on an appropriate orbit manifold. Many of the 
techniques for analysing such equilibria are formulated on quotient manifolds. Symplectic 
reduction, in which the reduced manifold is the quotient of a level set of the momentum map 
by the subgroup of symmetries preserving that level set, and Poisson reduction, in which the 
reduced phase space is the quotient of the original phase space by the full symmetry group, 
are both well known. See, for example, Meyer [I21 and Marsden and Weinstein [ l  11. 
Such an approach has several essential limitations in the present context. Symplectic 
reduction involves restriction to the momentum level set and determination of the quotient 
with respect to the subgroup of momentum preserving group elements. However; as 
momentum is dissipated, the momentum level set clearly changes; in many cases the isotropy 
subgroup changes as well. Thus application of symplectic reduction seems inherently 
inappropriate in this context and the assumption of a fixed isotropy subgraup would involve 
a significant restriction of the applicability of the technique. 
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Another possible quotient would be the Poisson reduced space, that is, the quotient of 
the full space by the full symmetry group. However, this would weaken the results for 
non-Abelian group actions, since we could only show that the perturbed trajectory remains 
near the full group orbit of the manifold of relative equilibria, not the manifold itself. Even 
in the Abelian case, it would not significantly reduce the work that has to be done. In many 
cases, it can be very hard to determine the Poisson reduced space explicitly. 
Our approach closely resembles slice techniques. We choose a representative curve 
of relative equilibria and select elements in the isotropy subgroup orbit of the perturbed 
trajectory which are close to this curve of relative equilibria. In conclusion, the motivation 
for our approach to the problem is based on tools used in reduction theory, but for deriving 
explicit estimates on the time behaviour, the full space seems to be more convenient. 
To derive our estimates on the energy-momentum function, we use charts for the local 
analysis. We do not insist that the metrics or charts used in the analysis be equivariant. This 
is motivated by practical considerations-since various coefficients need to be explicitly 
computed in the charts, we want as much flexibility as possible in choosing convenient 
charts. While this occasionally leads to more complicated proofs, we believe that it is 
important to see that the results can be obtained in a very general setting. Thus, while the 
dynamics are equivariant and our final result is phrased in terms of orbits, we do not insist 
that equivariance be maintained at evey step of the proof. 
We note that most of the hypotheses required to show stability of the dissipative 
trajectory are related to those needed to show stability of the relative equilibria of the original 
conservative system. We have attempted to formulate our analysis in such a way that as 
litde work as possible needs to be done to translate stability results from the conservative 
context to the dissipative one. 
At the end of this iniroduction, we give a short description of each section. Section 2 
contains a detailed description of the class of systems under consideration and provides the 
estimate that is the ultimate goal of the paper. In this section we introduce hypotheses to 
provide sufficient conditions for the existence of the manifold of relative equilibria and the 
previously described desired behaviour of the perturbation. It should be mentioned that 
these conditions are definitely not necessary. One can prove a number of related theorems 
using slight variations of the hypotheses. 
In section 3 we specify some properties of the chart maps, that we will use in the 
estimates. In the section 4 we will show the existence of a curve of ‘improved relative 
equilibria’ and introduce the Lyapunov function that will allow us to derive the desired 
estimates on the distance to the manifold of relative equilibria in the last part of section 4. 
Finally, in section 5 we consider the previously mentioned example of a rigid body 
in a rotationally symmetric potential field with dissipation as an application of the general 
results. 
2. The Hamiltonian system with dissipation 
Let ( M ,  o, G, J ,  H) be a finite-dimensional symplectic G-space. This means that ( M ,  o) 
is a symplectic manifold together with the symplectic action of a compact finite-dimensional 
Lie group G on M, an equivaiant momentum map J : M -+ g* and a G-invariant 
Hamiltonian H : M + R. The symbols g and 0’ denote the Lie algebra, respectively the 
dual Lie algebra, of the Lie group G. The pairing between the Lie algebra and its dual is 
denoted by (., .). Furthermore, the norm on g and g* are denoted by I .  I. 
The symplectic structure on M induces an invertible Poisson structure r : T*M + 
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TM given by 
for all U E M and 6u, Au E T,M. The symbol (., .)M denotes the pairing between T'M 
and T M .  In  the following we will no longer write the subscript M explicitly. 
The Hamiltonian vector field is denoted by X H  : M -+ T M .  For every f E g we 
define the function J: : M + R induced by the momentum map as 
These functions are conserved quantities for the (unperturbed) Hamiltonian system U = 
X&L) and they will be used to form the augmented Hamiltonian. 
w ( ~ u ,  AU) = ( r - ' ( U ) s U ,  A U ) ~  
J:(u) = (J (u ) ,  0 U E M .  
The level sets of the momentum map are denoted by M,, that is, 
M ,  = {U E M I J(u)  = p] 
for any p E g*. Noether's theorem implies that these level sets are invariant under the flow 
of the Hamiltonian system U = X H ( U ) .  See Abraham and Marsden [I] or Guillemin and 
Stemberg [6] for more information on symplectic G-spaces; 
We consider the following dynamical system on M 
U = x H ( u )  + E  P ( U )  = r ( u )  D H ( U )  + E P ( u ) .  (1) 
In this expression P : M -+ TM is a smooth perturbation which is equivariant for the 
action of the group G and E is a small parameter which measures the strength of the 
perturbation. 
Remark 1. There is no real difference in the analysis in the case where we consider a 
perturbation of the form E P ( u ,  E ) ,  with P(u,  E )  bounded uniform in U for E small. If 
one considers this case, at some points one has to make sure that the desired behaviour is 
uniform in E.  
In the following we will make additional hypotheses on the system (1). These hypotheses 
guarantee the existence of stable relative equilibria in the Hamiltonian system (hence for 
E = 0). Furthermore, the hypotheses specify the influence of the pefturbation on the 
momentum map and on the relative equilibria. One aspect of the perturbation specified by 
the hypotheses is that the perturbation has a certain dissipative behaviour. Further on we 
will define this behaviour which we call G,-orbit dissipative. 
2.1. Relative equilibria of the Hamiltonian system 
For E = 0, the system (1) is Hamiltonian. If the following three hypotheses are satisfied, 
then this Hamiltonian system possesses a smooth family of stable relative equilibria. For 
more details about relative equilibria, see Abraham and Marsden [l], Marsden [lo], and 
Simo et al [13]. 
(Hl) There exists a smooth connected manifold of relative equilibria, denoted by ME. This 
manifold has the property that there exists a subset gLRE c g* such that for every value 
of p LE g;;IRE there exists at least one relative equilibrium with momentum w. If 17 is 
a relative equilibrium in MRE with p = J(17), then the set M E ,  of relative equilibria 
in MRE with momentum p is equal to the G,-orbit of U'. Specifically, there are smooth 
maps 17 : gLRE -+ MRE and 8 : e h E  + g such that for each p E g;;IRE the relative 
equilibrium i(p) has momentum p and generator $(p), i.e. U'@) is a critical point of 
the augmented Hamiltonian or energy-momentum function H, = H - Jg<,). Note that 
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(€U) For every r7 E MRE the derivative of the momentum map DJ(r7) : TcM + g* 
is surjective. This implies that the group G acts freely in a neighbourhood of MRE 
and that all points in this neighbourhood are regular points of J .  In particular, 
TzM, = ker[DJ(ri)]'for any r7 E M E , .  
(H3) For all p E g;;IRE the second derivative of the augmented Hamiltonian H, at 
the point i(p) is positive semi-definite on E M ,  = ker[DJ(u'(p))], with kernel 
This hypothesis implies that all relative equilibria U(@)  are G,-orbitally stable: see Simo 
et a1 [13]. We define the Lyapunov function L(u)  by 
B, ' U = IX,(@ I t E e,). 
L(u)  = H ( u )  - H ( r 7 b ) )  = &(U) - H,(U(p)) where p = J ( u ) .  
Note that for convenience, we frequently do not indicate the explicit p, E,  or t dependence 
of functions, e.g. y~rather than y(p). 
For U E M ,  sufficiently near MRE L(u) provides an estimate of the distance between 
the G,-orbit of U and ?i(p). Let p E g& and let d be a distance function on M which 
is compatible with the Euclidean norm on Pib. Define the following G,-orbit distance 
on M,: 
pd(ui, U Z )  = min d(g . U], Uz) 
E G  
111, U2 E M ,  . 
Then there exist constants 0 < c(p) < C(p)  such that for all U E M ,  in a neighbourhood 
of m, we have 
C ( P )  mak'd(u, i (b ) ) ,  Pd(c(P)r U ) )  < < C(p) m i n b d ( u ,  Z b ) ) ,  Pd(fi(P), U)). 
(See lemma 8 for a proof of a generalized version of this result.) The explicit p dependence 
of the constants c(p) and C(p)  can lead to complications as the trajectory moves through 
the momentum level sets. We shall see in our example that c(p)  approaches zero as the 
trajectory approaches its limiting value. Hence we shall modify this result, replacing the 
fixed distance function d with a family of p-dependent distance functions. In this way, 
although our 'control' over some of the variables grows increasingly weak as we approach 
the limit, we still have good estimates for most of the variables. 
2.2. Dissipation of the momentum map 
The next hypotheses are related to the perturbation P. First we specify the dissipative 
influence of P on the evolution of the momentum map. 
For a solution U ( ? ) ,  the time evolution of p(f) = J (u ( t ) )  is given by 
& = EDJ(u) .P ( u ) .  (2) 
Hence p is a function of a slow time variable c = E I. We are interested in the case that 
the function p(t)  has an asymptotic value. 
(H4) For any solution u(r) of (l), the curve p(r)  = J(u(r))  stays in g;lRE and this curve 
has a, limit for t + CO, say pm. Furthermore, lim,+m i ( p ( t ) )  exists and the integral Jr I$@(t))ldt exists and can be bounded independently of E .  
In the case that p m  $? g;lRE, we additionally assume some uniformity in the properties 
(H2) and (H3), which will be specified in (H5). 
It follows from hypothesis (H4) that the closure of the curve ( ~ 2 ( p ( f ) ) ) ~ > 0  is compact. 
For every compact subset of the manifold M there exist a finite number of chart maps 
covering a neighbourhood of this subset; hence we have the following property. 
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Property 1. There exist afinite number, say N ,  of chart maps pi : Ui c M + RZn, 
i = 1, . . . . N such that U = Ui is a full neighbourhood of the closure of the 
Cume (W(~)))GO. 
To avoid excessive notation, we will no longer indicate the index i explicitly. 
The Hamiltonian, the Lie algebra and the perturbation vector field induce functions 
and a vector field on R2" through the chart maps. Furthermore, we can locally define a 
symplectic structure on P2" that is compatible with the symplectic structure of M. 
Definition 2. Let p E g&. We define Y = p(U) c RZn. We de$ne the functions h, : 
y + R, j : y + g*, and the vectorfield p : y + P2" as the push forwards of the 
energy-momentumfunctio& etc, by thechart map p. Specifically, i f y  = p(u) E Y,  then 
b ( y )  = H,(u) j ( ~ )  = J ( u )  and P ( Y )  D r ~ ( u ) p ( ~ ) .  
For q E g, define j,,(y) = ( j (y) ,  a )  = .I&). The induced Poisson structure y : T*Y + 
TY is defied y = p*r. i.e. y ( y )  = Dp(u) r ( u )  (Dp(u))*, for y = p(u) E Y. The points 
j ( p )  = p(li(p)) are critical points of h,. 
From this definition and hypothesis (H3), it follows that for every p E ghRE Dzh,( j (p))  
is positive semi-definite on ker[Dj(j(p))], with kernel g, . j ( p )  = {X,<(j(p))  I E g,). 
We wish to be able to consider cases in which the trajectory p(t) tends towards a limiting 
value outside the set ehRE such that the constant c(p) approaches zero. To be able to deal 
with this case, we will work with a scaled metric and a scaled distance function. 
Definition 3. Let B, : R2" + P", p E gh,,, be a family of invertible linear 
transformations. Define p-dependent inner pmducts ( ), on Rzn by 
(YI ,YZ) , ,  = ( B p y i , B p ~ z )  Y I , Y Z E R ~ .  
Define the associated norms I I, the gradient 0, determined by the innerproduct ( , ), (i.e. 
(V,, f (y ) .  U),, = Df (y) . v for all differentiablefunctions f : Pzn + R, all y and U 5 Pa), 
the arthogonal complement s ( y )  to g, . y in ker[Dj(y)] with respect to ( , ),,,for y E R'". 
Let~J :M x M + R be a smoothfunction that is compatible with I I, in the sense that 
there exist positive constants Cd and cd satisfying 
C d d ( U l r U 2 )  < 1 9 ( U I ) - V ( U Z ) l &  < Cdd(UlrU2) forall U I , U Z  E U O M , , I I E ~ * .  
The corresponding orbit distance function is 
d u l , u d = m i n  J ( g . u l , u d  ~ I , U Z E M , , ,  F E E *  
sc+ 
The next hypothesis assures a uniform behaviour of the functions h and and j and the 
vector field j ( y )  = Psp(y), where P, denotes the projection onto the ( , ), orthogonal 
complement to gp . y = { X j < ( y )  I b E g,,), with respect to the n o m  I I,. In the case 
that E,, = I d ,  this hypothesis is satisfied if H is C3 and f i  is Co., (Smoothness of the 
maps j and XjE follows immediately from the assumption of a smooth action on M and 
smooth chart maps.) We introduce the notation LCi(D,  R, E )  to denote the set of functions 
with domain D c R", range R and Lipschitz continuous tth derivative with respect to 
the norm / I p ,  with Lipschitz constant bounded by E .  If the bound E is not specified, the 
Lipschirz constant is of order one, i.e. p and E independent. Note that distances between 
vectors are measured in the I[,, norm, distances between covectors are measured in the 
operator norm determined by I],,, and distances between elements of the algebra and the 
dual of the algebra are measured with respect to the standard adjoint and coadjoint invariant 
inner products. For example, f E LC:('D, R) if there exists some constant C such that 
I(Df ( Y I )  - Df(yz))6yl < C lyi - yzlp 16~1,  for all )'I, yz E D and all 6y E R2". 
2.3. Influence of the perturbation on the relative equilibria 
We continue with the hypotheses on the dissipative behaviour of the perturbation with 
respect to the manifold of relative equilibria. We q e  not interested in motions along the 
G,-orbits, hence the part of the perturbation that causes such motions is not relevant for 
our purposes. In other words, we are only interested in P(y), the part of the perturbation 
which is (,)& orthogonal to gp . y .  
First we consider the value of the perturbation at the MRE. If the component of the 
perturbation orthogonal to g, '7, known as the residual, equals zero, then the perturbation 
at the MRE is a tangent to the MRE and the MRE is an invariant manifold for the 
perturbed system, as well as for the unperturbed Hamiltonian system. However, in general 
res(7, E) = P?(E p(f - j ? )  # 0; the residual acts as a forcing on the evolution of the 
solution curve starting at the relative equilibrium ti, causing it to leave the M E .  
Hypothesis (H6) controls the strength of the forcing taking trajectories away from 
the ME. To formulate this hypothesis, we first introduce some additional notation. For 
each p E ehRE, define the co-residual at = j ( p )  by 
r(9, E) = B;'y(j)-' res(?, E). 
Now we can formulate the hypothesis. 
(H6) For any initial condition u(0) in an order E B,,-neighbourhood of the MRE (i.e. 
p(u(O),ii(fi(O))) = O(E)), the solution u(t)  of the differential equation (2) has 
associated curves ~ ( t ) ,  i ( t )  = i (p( t ) ) ,  and y ( t )  = v(ri(t)) of momenta and 
relative equilibria, for which the functions lj(p)lfl, Ires(y,s)l,,, and Ir(Y,E)I are 
inregable. To be specific, we assume the existence of an LY > 0 such that e--uE' = 
O(con(fi(t))) (i.e.  YE^ + log(corr(p(t))) is bounded below for all t > 0) and an 
inte-gable function k (meaning J?k(r)dr is finite) such that IP(j91, < &eae' and 
max{lres(j, &)I,,, Ir(?,E)I} < & k ( ~ t ) e - ~ "  for all E =- 0 and f > 0. This implies that 
I P ~ $ ~ ~  < &e-&@'. 
Next we focus on the behaviour of the perturbation near the relative equilibria. This 
behaviour has to be dissipative to compensate for the forcing at the relative equilibria. 
We want to construct a modification &(.,E) of the energy-momentum fimction, with 
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critical points E(p, E) neai j ( p ) ,  such that & , E )  ="&(U, E) - fi,(U(p, E ) , E )  bounds 
the distance between U and the G, orbit of U(p, E )  and satisfies the dissipation relation 
d/dt L(u,  E )  < --2epL(u, E )  + 'small terms' for some positive constant ,b'. The remaining 
two hypotheses guarantee the existence of such a function. 
Hypothesis (H7) takes care of the dissipative character of the perturbation. We present 
two different versions of this hypothesis. The first version (H7) is more general, but may 
require more work to verify in applications; the second version (H7A) is simpler and more 
intuitive, but requires additional smoothness of the energy-momentum function and the 
dissipative perturbation with respect to the [I, norm. 




(D~, (Y)  - Dh,(Y9)(1(~)  - ;res(?, E ) )  < -2B(h,(y) - h,(B) - Dh,(Y)(y - 
for dl Y. j E j - ' (p)  satisfying Iy - TI,, = o(lr(?, E ) ] ) ,  15 - ? I p  = o(lr(?, E N ) .  
+K(d(Ee-'" + Iy - il,)ly - 3, 
This hypothesis assures that & j ( y )  - res ( j ,  E) acts dissipatively on a neighbourhood of 
in rp(M fl U). This is what we mean when we say that the perturbation is G,-orbit- 
dissipative with respect to the relative equilibrium E @ )  for variations tangential to the level 
set M,. This effect of the perturbation drives a solution back to an E neighbourhood of 
If the second derivative of h,  and the first derivative of 1 are uniformly Lipschitz, 
then we can give a more intuitive approach to the dissipative character of the 
perturbation, leading to the alternative hypothesis (H7A). We define for all p E gl;IRE the 
dissipation coefficient B(p) and the tangential dissipation coefficient a(/*) at the relative 
equilibrium U( / * ) .  The dissipation coefficient p(g) is the largest number p such that for all 
D2h,(f(p)) ( a y ,  DB(?i(p)) SY 1 < -B D2h,(P(p)) ( & Y ,  J Y )  . 
the ME. 
6y E R2n 
, 
The tangential dissipation coefficient &(p) is 
To explain the term dissipation coefficient, we consider the case in which there exists some 
curve gft) E G such that g(r) U(@) is a solution curve of the perturbed system (1) and 
DLs(t)-ig(r) =,$(p(t)) -E?@),  with q(t) E g,(,). (Here L, denotes left translation by 8.) 
This implies that ?(p) is a solution curve of the time-dependent vector field 
Xhi, + E  [P - Xjq~,)1 , (3) 
If the submanifold of relative equilibria which are equilibria of the vector field (3) is 
strongly attractive, then the eigenvalues of the linearization of the vector field (3) at U ( @ )  
have a negative real part, except for the zero eigenvalues in the direction of the infinitesimal 
generators of the Lie algebra g,. Because P(?(p)) = IPy(p(j(p)) - Xjn(?(p))) ,  a sufficient 
condition for this property is that the dissipation coefficient B(L)  is positive. The dissipation 
coefficient -p(p) is always larger than or equal to the largest real part of the relevant 
eigenvalues of the linearization. If -,9(p) is equal to this largest real part, then e-@(P)' 
is a sharp estimate for the attractive behaviour of the G,-orbit of i(p). Even if U(p) 
is not an equilibrium of (3) for any 0 E g,. the dissipation coefficient still measures the 
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dissipative part of the perturbation. For more information about this aspect of the analysis, 
see k k s  [3]. 
Because the evolution along the level sets is described by the f i  equation, it would seem 
that only the tangential dissipation coefficient ,9~(y) is relevant. However, to avoid possible 
problems with higher order terms we sometimes use the full dissipation coefficient B(y). In 
hypothesis (H7A) we set restrictions on the behaviour of the dissipation coefficients in both 
cases. Define ,f+ = lim,+w ,f+(p(t)). If e-""(".&)'/corr(y(r/&)) is an integrable function, 
then set p = f i  and define the function 
b ( r )  = &(fi(r/&)) -PI + e-""'",~)r/corr(y(r/E)J. 
Otherwise, set ,9 = Iim,+- B(fi(t)) and b(r) = I , ~ ( / L ( T / E ) )  - 61. 
037.4) 
(i) The asymptotic dissipation coefficient p defined above is positive for every y E 
ehE. The function b is integrable with respect to r and hence can be bounded by 
an &-independent constant. Furthermore, &,9t + log(corr(y(t))) is bounded below 
for all t > 0. 
(ii) h,  E LCi('D*, R), i.e. D2h, has Lipschitz constant of order one, and p E 
L c p , ,  EP). 
In section 3, we will show that hypothesis (H7A) implies hypothesis (H7). 
In general, we can expect competition between a forcing which drives the solution 
away from the MRE and a dissipation which attracts the solutiotl towards the MRE. The 
hypothesis (H6) guarantees that the forcing does not dominate this competition. 
Our last hypothesis is quite technical. To verify the approximation with the relative 
equilibria, we have to use a better approximation of the solutions of the perturbed system 
than our original curve of relative equilibria. In order to do this, we use a y-dependent 
function on Y with the property that its Hamiltonian vector field at j ;  is approximately equal 
to the residual. The hypothesis (H8) assem the existence of such a function and specifies 
some of its behaviour. 
(H8) For y E ( ~ ( t ) ) ~ > o ,  E > 0, there exists a full tubular neighbourhood V of the MRE and 
a smooth function F,( .  , e) : 1, + B that is G, invariant on M,. The push forward 
f, of Fw by the chart map satisfies 
(ii) There exists an integrable function kr such that for all y = p(r) 
(i) IX,(W), E )  - fres(j;(y).E)t, = O(lr(f. E ) ! ) ,  
(a) f, E LCh(D,.B; O(k&r))). 
(c) f, = D,f, i E LCE(%, R; W~(W).  &)I)). 
(b) X,, E LCi('Dn,R%; O(min(e-"'/corr(p), kj(&t)))) .  
Remark 2. The last four hypotheses are expressed in terms of the chart maps (0. However, 
for our purposes the specific choice of the charts is irrelevant-if the hypotheses are satisfied 
in one set of charts, they will be satisfied in any other charts. 
2.4. The resulr 
After stating the hypotheses on the system, we formulate the result that we will prove in 
the following sections. 
Theorem 4. Let u(t) be a solution of the dissipative Hamiltonian system ( I )  and 
define y ( t )  = J(u(r)) .  Let hypotheses 1-8 be Jarisfied. Ifu(0) is close to the set MRE,(o) of 
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relative equilibria in the level set M,(o,, then for all t > 0, u( r )  stays close ro rhe ser MRE,(~, 
ofrelative equilibria m the level ser M,(,). To be precise, i fs  is suficiently small and 
p(u(0). Z(p(0))) = O(E) then p(u( t ) ,  Z(p(t ) ) )  = O ( E ~ - ~ " " B ) "  ) 
for all r 2 0. An equivalent formulation is 
L(u(o) )  = O ( 2 )  + ~ ( u ( t ) )  = O(E2e-2min(rr,o)Er ) r > O .  
Remark 3. If we also know that L(u(t))  decays exponentially to 0 for r -+ 00 (which is 
suggested by the hypothesis (H7)), the result seems trivial. However, this is not true. A 
counterexample is the function L(t)  = (L(0) +rk)e-E@+s)r ,with 6, k > 0. Indeed, L(r) = 
U(e-eo') for all r > 0, but for f = E - '  we have L(E- ' )  = [ L(0) + ~ - ~ ] e - o + ~ ,  hence it is 
of order E-' instead of order E !  
To prove theorem 4, we derive an estimate for the dynamical behaviour of the distance 
function L(u(t)) .  To do this, we first have to make a local approximation in the charts to 
derive a relation between L and the distance functions in the charts. 
3. A local approximation in the charts 
To estimate the evolution of the Lyapunov function L, we work in the charts. In general 
the solution u(t)  itself need not be an element of U, even if L(u) is very small. It is only 
true that if L(u) is small enough, there exist g E G, such that g .U E U. Therefore we first 
have to let G, act on the solution and then make a transformation to the chats. We will 
do this in a specific way to gain some additional properties. 
Conceptually, we work modulo the current momentum isotropy subgroup G,. We do 
so, not by working directly on the (varying) quotient spaces, but by defining appropriate 
representatives of the orbits and estimating the distances between those representatives. In 
paaicular, we can map the solution u ( f )  onto the charts, if u(f )  is sufficiently close to 
the MRE, and use invariant functions to estimate orbital distances. 
We note that the closure of the set (Z(&))),>o is compact. Hence there exists a 
neighbourhood c around this set and some 81 > 0 such that for all U. E 0 and for all 
U E M with J(u)  = J(u.) 
max{d(u,, U), 2(u,  U*)] < 61 * U E U 
(See also definition 3.) 
Lemma 5. Let U; E 2 and set y.  = (o(u*), p = J(u.1. For all U E M ,  close enough 
to U*, i.e. p(u,  U*) c 61 min(1, 1 / c d ) ,  there exists y (u)  E Y with the following properties: 
(i) There exists some g E G, such that g . u E U and y = q(g .  U). 
(ii) ( Y  - Y*. Xj?(y)) ,  = 0 for all E gr.  
(iii) cd P ( u ,  U,) 6 Iy - y.1, 6 c d P ( u ,  U*). 
Proof. Let U E M,, with p(u,u,)  c 61 min{l, l / C d ] ;  there exists some g, E Gb such 
.that I&. U) - y*l, < 61. Define 
Y ~ U )  = (ow, . U) n BS, (U*)) n B:(Y,) 
where &,(U*)) is the d-sphere around U. and B:(y,) the I ],-sphere around y.  with 
radius SI. The set Y,(u) is compact; the condition p ( u ,  U*) c SI min{l, 1 / c d ]  implies 
that it is non-empty. Hence there is an element y (u)  of Y*(u) satisfying 
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If y(u) is at the boundary of Y,(u), then either a(p-'(y(u)), U,) =SI or Iy(u) - y*l, ,= SI 
and the condition ly(u) - y.1, < Cdp(u.u*) c Si is violated. Hence y(u) IS in 
the interior of Y&) and y ( u )  is a critical point of the function f : Y&) + R given 
by f(y) = i l y  - y.12. For any q E E, and 0 sufficiently small, the curve u(0 )  = 
p(exp(8 q )  . p-'(y(u))) lies in y,(u). Thus 
o = D~(Y(Y(u)) . ~'(0) = (Y(u) - Y*, Xjq(y(u))),. 
There exists some element li of the G, orbit of u such that a ( i ,  U,) = p(u,  U*). If we 
s e t t  = p-'(y(u)), then 
and hence C d P ( u , U d  < I Y @ )  - Y &  < G p ( u , u * ) .  0 
The main part of the vector (y(u) - y*) is in the space s(y.), i.e. if ll, : Rk -+ s(y.) 
denotes the projection onto s ( y A  then l(1 - lT,)(y(u) - y*)l, = O(ln,(y(u) - 
y.)l:/con(p)). This is a corollary of the following lemma. 
Lemma 6. Let U* E 6, p = J(u,) and ye = p(uA A ( , ), orthogonal decomposition 
for R2" is given by 
C d d ( i , U * )  6 C d d ( i , U * )  6 ly(u)-y*lg 6 lp($ -y*lp 6 cdd(cvu*)  
R2" = ker[Dj&)l@ r(Yd = S(Yd @ E, ' Y* @ r(Yd 
where ~ ( y )  is defrnedfor any y E Y by r ( y )  = {V, jc(y) I 6 E E}. In other words, for 
any y E Y we can write 
(4) y - y. = ay + Xjn(y*) + V,jt(~.) 
for unique Sy E s(y,), 7 E g, and < E E. 
If j (y)  = p and ye E D,, then 
IV,jt(y*)I, = ~ ( l y  - y*~i/com(p)) = O((ISYI: + I X ~ ~ ( Y . ) I ~ , ) / C O ~ ~ ( ~ ) ) .  (5 ) 
If U E U n M ,  with p(u, u.) < 61 min[l, I/Cd}, y. E 'D, and y(u) is given by lemma 5, 
then 
(6) l(1- ny.)(Y(u) - Y*)l, = o(ln,(Y(u) - Y * ) I i / C O W ) ~  
Proof. The identity (V,jt(y*),<y), = (Dj(y,)Sy,$) = 0 for any < E g and Sy E 
ker[Dj(y,)] implies that ker[Dj(y,)] and {V, jc(y*) I 6 E g ) are orthogonal with respect 
to the inner product ),. Because dim{V, j t  (y*) I 6 E gl  dim RFge(Dj()..)), this shows 
that the first decomposition of the lemma holds. The other decomposition is an immediate 
consequence of the definitions of s(y.) and the inner product ( , ),. 
Furthermore, hypothesis (H5.1) implies that U(y) - j(y.) - Dj(y,)(y - y,Jl = 
0 (ly - y.]*). If y E y ,  with j (y)  = p, then using (H5.3) and (4) we can see that 
cj CO@) IV,j~(yl)l, 6 IDj(y*) V , j t W I  = 0 (Is - Y&. 
Let u E U n M ,  with p(u, U*) c 8,  min(l,l/Cd] and define y = y(u). Lemma 5.2 
implies that (y - y*. Xj<(y*)), = O(Iy - y*l:l{l), for any 5 E g,. Using the decompo- 
sition (4) for (y - y*) and choosing 5 = q, it follows that lXjn(yJ12 = 0( ly  - y&lvl). 
Hypothesis (H5.3) implies that the algebra element q satisfies (q( = 0(1X,(y.)l,/corr(/~)); 
hence IX,,(y,)l, = U(ly - y&corr(p)). Combining this estimate with the estimate (3, 
o we obtain lVj~(y*)I, = WY - Y*I:/co~(P)) = O(lnJ.(y - y*)I~/corr(~)) .  
We are now able to show that hypothesis (H7A) can replace (H7). 
Lemma 7. If hypotheses (HIHH6)  and (H7A) hold, then ( H 7 )  holds m well. 
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Proof. Let y, 9 E j - ' ( w )  satisfying I Y  - j l ,  = O ( l r ( j ,  E ) / ) ,  14: - 71, = O(lr@, E ) ] ) .  we 
write Sy = y - j ,  then 16~1, = O ( l r ( j .  &)I). Hypothesis (H5) implies that 
(Dhp(y)  - Dh,(j))  P c Y )  - P O )  + ;Y ( I> 
( 1 
= ( D ~ , ( Y )  - D h ( i ) ) ( o i ( i )  (Y - 7 )  + -y E + O(ISyl,ly - Yli) ' '1 
= D2hp(7)  D $ ( ? ) ~ Y  + ;Y. SY + O((I~YI, + I9 - Yl,)JSyl,). 
Differentiating the relation Dh,(j@)) = 0 with respect to f and then applying lemma 6 
yields 
l D z h p V ) ( ~ y , ~ ) I  = Dji(?)Syl =U( /<[  ISyl;) 
since j ( y )  = j ( j )  .implies that Sy = y - j is mainly tangent to the momentum level set. 
Similarly, 
ozhp(Y)(Sy,  DiX);)JY) < -a(@) D2hP(?)(Sy, 6y) + O( l8~  I;/COIT(P)). 
If e-mio(a:a(,))rr/co~(~) is integrable, then we will use this estimate, since /Syl, = 
O(e-min(M.fl)Er). Otherwise we use the estimate 
D2h,(7)(0,  DB(Y)sy) < -B(P) D2hp(F)(sy. ay). 
In either case, 
Dzh,(7)(Sy, DP(7)Jy) < -6 D2he(j)(6y,  SY) + b( l*)O(IWi)  
= -28 (h,,(y) - h , ( 9  - Dh,(j)Sy) +K(F) ISYI~  
integrable. 0 
for Some ~ ( p )  = O(ISyl, + I?  - ?I, + $ 1  + b ( p ) )  = O((r(?,&)l+ + b ( p ) ) ,  which is 
One of the consequences of the following lemma is that the Lyapunov function L acts as 
a measure for the G,-orbital distance to the relative equilibria. This measure is compatible 
on the momentum level sets with the measure induced by ly(u) - ?(j~)l i .  We prove these 
facts in a more general setting so as to be able to state similar facts for another Lyapunov 
function in section 4. 
Lemma 8. Assume that there exists a neighbourhood W of the MRE, positive constants B, 
and EO, and a compact set g L  C g' such that for any (p,, E )  E g b  x [O, EO)  there exist 
dflerentiablefunctions N;. points U; E W,, n G, where W,  = W n M,, and q ( ~ .  E )  E g 
satisfying 
(i) Dfi i (u : )  = DJR(p.E) (~; ) ,  where fi; = H,, + E N ; .  
(ii) y; = ~ ( u ; )  e.*,, and Iq(w, &)I < E 5,. 
(iii) The restriction of N; to W, is G,-invariant and n; = N; o p-l E LCL(p(W n 
U), R). 
Then there exist pindependentpositive constants E ~ ,  6, c and C such that for any 0 < E c E,, 
any U E W, satisfying p ( u ,  U:) < Scorr(fi) alsb satisfies . ,  
C l Y ( U )  - Y;l; < fi;w - fi;(u;) < C W )  - Y;l; (7) 
where y is the map associated to y; given by lemma 5. 
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Proof. Given U E W, with p(u,u,)  < &min{l, l/Cd}, let Ay = y(u) - yz = 
Sy + Xj,(y;) + 0, je (y;) be the decomposition given by lemma 6. Lemma 6 and 
equations (5) and (6) imply that there exist positive constants 82, K ,  and IC' such that 
IAyl, < JZCOX(P) implies that Iv,j~(y;)lc < ICISY!:/CO~~(P) < KWYI, and l ~ y l ,  = 
o(IOl,(l + I J ~ l ~ / c o ~ @ ) ) )  < K'ISYI,. Then 
ID'~,(Y:)(AY, AY) - D%(Y;)(JY, SY)~ < (%IJYI; 
where 
CZ = (Ch +&/(IC')*, then y; E '6, and IAyl, < &con(@) imply 
= ch&(2 + KJZ), if I A Y ~ ,  < ~zcorr(p).  E we define cz = (ch - E ~ ) / ( K ' ) ~  and
C ~ I A Y I ;  G'CZ(K')~ISYI: < D~~,(Y;)(AY, AY) G C Z I A Y I ~ .  
We assume that 62 bas been chosen to be sufficiently small that cz is positive. 
j ( y ( u ) )  = j(y;) imply that there exists Bj > 0 such that 
Define 4 = #: o 9-'. Because y; is a critical point of 4 - (H5.3) and 
ID%(Yi)AYl = lDjv(!~.s)(Y;)AYl < BjlV(PrE)llAYI;. 
Hence if IAyl, h &corr(p) the estimate 
I ~ ( Y ( u ) )  -L;(Y;) - ;D~WY;)(AY. AY)] 
< &ln~(y(u))-nL(y~)-Dn~(y~)Ayl+BjI~(p. ~ ) l l A y l ~ + ~ C ~ l A y l ~ l c o ~ ( p )  
< (dBjB, j  + B d  + &%3) IAYI; 
with E, some Lipschitz constant, follows from Lipschitz continuity of DZh, and Dn;. By 
taking 83 and E sufficiently small, we can guarantee that c2 > c, =~& Ch + 2&(BjBq + E,). 
Hence, if we set c = (CZ - cc) and C = ~(CZ + cc), then (7) holds if p(u, e;) c Scorr(fi), 
Lemmas 5 and 8 imply that there exist positive constants SO, CO, and CO such that for 
which satisfy L(u) < S ~ C O I T ( ~ ) ~  the map y(u) is well defined and, for 
where6 =min{l,S1,Sz,S~) min{l, 1/cd}. 0 
U E U 
t>O 
P = J(u) ,  
c; I Y ( 4  - Y(P)I: < U U )  < c; lY(U) - W)l;. (8) 
This can be seen by setting U* = C(p) in lemma5 and using the compactness of the closure 
of the curve (p(f))t>O to derive the existence of the map y(u)  in a uniform neighbourhood 
of the M E .  The estimates (8) follow from lemma 8 by taking W = M ,  g; = (p(t)),>o, 
N: = 0, ~ ( p ,  E) = 0, and U; = U(p). 
Unfortunately, applying these results directly to the Lyapunov function L does not yield 
sufficiently sharp hounds to accurately estimate the evolution of the perturbed trajectory. If 
u(t )  is a solution of the system (l), then the following estimate on the time derivative of L 
can be derived: 
d 
- - L ( U ( O )  G - -2E(B - t[IP(Y)l, +b(eOI)L(u) + 2 E C I i ( ~ ) l ,  G dt 
for some constant 
Gronwall's Lemma to this estimate will give 
and L(u) c 6;co11(fi)~. Applying differential inequalities such as 
< tee-@' m+ ?e-@' l' l j(jj(p(r)))lr eepzdr 
for some constant e, which does not imply that L(u)  = O(&) even if L(u(0)) = 0. 
Hence this straightforward estimate of L(u(t))  does not work. The residual at the relative 
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equilibria is of order E and this gives the order 1 term in the estimate. (See also Derks 
and van Groesen 141, Derks and Valkering 151, and Lebovitz and Neishtadt 191.) In order 
to avoid this technical problem, we have to use the curve (y(p,  E ) ) , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( , ) ,  which has a 
co-residual of order E'. 
4. Estimate of the Lyapunov function 
In the previous section we have seen' that we need a curve (y(p,  ~ ) ) l ~ l s ~ ~ ( , )  E Y with a 
co-residual of order E'. This curve can be interpreted as determining an improved MRE for 
the dissipative equation, because the forcing at this new curve is smaller. To explain this, 
we first define the residual of an differential equation. Let y(t) be a curve in the charts. 
The forcing on this curve is the residual of the differential equation at this curve, defined 
by 
res(yO),d = P J X ~ ( Y ) + E P ( Y )  - Y )  
where Py denotes the ( , ),-orthogonal projection onto s ( y ) @ r ( y ) ,  asdiscussed in lemma 6. 
Intuitively, to find a curve (y(p,  ~ ) ) l ~ l < ~ ~ ( , ) ,  we should solve an equation of the form 
Dh,(y) - Dj& + y(j)-'res 6, E )  = O(E') 
for y E j - I (p )  and 17 E g. 
To establish the existence of the curve y(pLI E), we apply the Implicit Function Theorem 
to the functions induced by & = ff, + EF, on the symplectically reduced manifolds 
P@ = J- ' (p) /G,  associated to the momentum value p and the tubular neighbourhood V 
of the MRE, because &Df,(Y, E )  = y( j ) - '  res (Y, E )  f O@). 
Lemma 9. For all p E g M R E  there exist some E&) > 0 and a curve ( j ( f i , ~ ~ ) ,  
q(p, ~ ) ) l ~ l ~ ~ ~ ( ~ )  E Y x g depending smoothly on p thaf satisfies 
andtqsj($)  = p . D(h, + Ef, - j , , ) ( i )  = 0 
Furthermore, 
1,'- = U(lr(j ,E)I) = O(&k(Et)e-LU') and 1171 = O ( E ~ ( E ~ ) ) .  
Proof. Since both ff, and F, are G, invariant on M,, they determine functions a, 
and on P,. Hypothesis (33 )  implies that Dz&([U(p)J) is positive definite, since the 
tangent space of P, at the equivalence class [i(p)J is isomorphic to ker [DJ(i i (p))J  modulo 
g, . II(p). Hence the implicit function theorem implies that for sufficiently small E,  there 
exists a curve [ii(p, E)] satisfying ~ ( 6 ,  + ~ k ~ ) ( [ ~ i ( p ,  E)]) = 0. 
We now use lemma 5 to map the equivalence class [ii(p, E)] onto an element of V 
near i(p). Specifically, if we set y* = j (p) ,  then the map y given in lemma 5 determines 
a map j on a neighbourhood of [ j (p)]  in P,, since y (u)  = y(g . U )  if U E M ,  and 
g E G,. We can choose a representative i (&) for each equivalence class @(p, E)] by 
defining j ( &  E) = j([U(p, E)]) and CO., E )  = p- ' ( j (p ,  E)). The implicit function theorem 
implies that the distance between [.+)I and [ i (p ,  E ) ]  is of order Ir( j ,  E ) I ;  hence the bound 
c 0 i m  E )  - WI; = w i ( p . E j )  - ww) = f i ; ~ ~ .  &)I) - f i , ( [wi)  
= o ( l r ( 7 .  &)I*) 
given by lemma 8 for some constant CO implies that E) - F(p)lp = O(lr(y, E ) ] ) .  
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The Lagrange multiplier theorem implies that there exists a curve q(p, E )  E g such that 
E(p, E )  is a critical point of#,+ Jq(,.e) and hence y(p, E )  is a critical point of 6 Ir + l s ( P . e ) .  ' 
Hypotheses (H5.2) and (H8) imply that 
cj I d c ~ N p )  < lXjn(j91~ = IXi,(Y)Ip 6 lXzp(j9 -Xi,Wlp +EIX/~(~ ,E) I~  
and hence 
Id = ON7 - 71, +E(lres(5 EN, + Ir(% dl))/corr(fi)) = Q(EW)) 
since Ij -71, = O(lr(7,E)I) = O(Ek(Et)e-"') and e-'=' = O(corr(p)). 0 
To derive estimates for the distance between a solution and the approximation i(p, E ) ,  
we define a new Lyapunov function centred around i ( p ,  E ) .  
Definition 10. Define the G,-invariant Lyapunovfunction as 
i ( U ,  E )  = #,(U, E )  - 2,( i (p,  E ) ,  E )  
with p = J(u) .  
The new Lyapunov function L(u)  determines a G,-orbit distance function. 
Lemma 11. Let 9 be the map given Cn lemma 5 for U, = i(p, E) .  There exist constants 
0 < 8, 0 < F 6 
z P ( u ,  i ( IL ,  8))' < I%E)  - ?(PL,E)I; 6 i ( U )  6 e I j ( U ,  E )  -% E)l;  
for u E M ,  satisfying p ( u ,  i ( p , ' ~ ) )  6 8corr(p). 
Proof. We will apply lemma 8, taking W = V ,  NE = F,(, E ) ,  q(p, E )  as given, and U; =. 
E(@, E ) .  The restriction of F,(, E )  to M ,  is G,-invariant. Because r(7,  E )  = O(corr(p)), 
the points j(p, E )  E 6,. The functions lr(7, E ) I  and k ( ~ t )  are bounded: hence B, and Bo 
0 
We can rewrite the time derivative of L,  by using the appropriate functions on y. 
< 00 and 0 5 E < C T,,,?, independent of E and U, such thaf 
6 C d U >  i(p, E))* (10) 
exist. Thus the conditions of lemma S are satisfied and (IO) holds. 
Define i, to be the push forward of I?, by p. 
Lemma 12. I f u ( t )  is a solution of ( I ) ,  p ( t )  = J(u(t ) )  and y ( t )  = 9(u(r),  E ) ,  then 
d -  
- L b ( t ) ,  E )  = E D ~ L L ( Y ,  E )  'J (Y)  + (biL, 1J(p, E ) )  -I- E[D,f,(Y, E )  - D,f,(F(p, E ) .  E ) ]  ' /i dt 
where V ( Y )  = ~ X Y )  -X ~ , , ( Y ,  8 ) .  (11) 
Proof. By definition 
d -  d -  
-L(u(t) ,  E )  = -[ff,(t)(u(t),E) - fi,(,)(i(p@),E), E ) ] .  dt dt 
Using DI?,( .W, E ) ,  E )  = DJs(,.&(pL, E ) )  and J(u)  = J ( i ( k ,  E ) ) ,  we obtain 
d -  
dr 
Equation (1) and the definition of #, yield 
Using the identity DJq( , ,c ) ( i )  t = (b,  q(p, E ) )  and the fact that all functions and vector 
fields involved are G, invariant, c.q. G, equivariant on M,, we see that (1 1) holds. 0 
Now we are ready to prove that the curve i (p( t ) ,  E )  is a good approximation for the 
solution u( t ) ,  if u(0) is near ( g  . i(p(O), E )  I g E G,co)]. 
-L(u( f ) ,E)  = D#,(U,E)U -D-r, , ,~)(l i)a+E[D,F,(u,E) -&F,(c(p,E),E)] / i .  
Ii =x,(U)+EP(u)-&XF~(U.&)-x,~(U). 
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and 
l d -  
- - - t ~ t ) ,  E )  < -ZP i ( u ,  E )  + K ~ ( E ~ ) I S Y I ~  +KZWISYI; 
E dt 
K ~ ( T )  = O(kj(~)IPy3, + Ir(?,E)I + ( E K ( T )  + 1vI)e-T 
K z ( T )  = o ( k f ( t )  + K ( t )  + 101). 
where 
and 
Together with lemma 11 and (H6), this inequality implies that there exists an integrable 
function kl (t) such that 
d -  
dt 
Integration of this expression gives the statement of the lemma for 0 4 t Q T .  But from 
0 
Using proposition 13, it is easy to prove the curve U(p(r)) is also a good approximation 
for a solution u(r), which starts in a neighbourhood of the MRE. 
Proof of theorem 4. Let u(t)  be a solution of the perturbed system (1) and let p(f) = 
J(u(t)) .  Hypothesis (H8) implies that d( i (p ,  E ) ,  U(p)) = U(lr(T(p) ,  E ) I ) .  
If L(u(0)) = O(E'), then p(u(O),C(p(O))) = O(E); hence the aiangle inequality 
implies that p ( u ( O ) , & ( 0 ) , ~ ) )  = O(E). Applying proposition 13, we see that 
- b ( U ( f ) ,  E )  4 -2Ep  ig, E )  f EZkl(Et)e-'"' Ji(l0f E k l ( E f )  t ( U ,  E ) .  
this estimate we can conclude that for E sufficiently small T = 00. 
p(u( t ) ,  i (p ( t ) ,  E ) )  = O(Ee-M"(u'B)er 1
for all t 2 0. The triangle inequality now yields p ( u ( t ) ,  U(p(r))) = U(Ee-min(u.~)c'). 
Although we have suppressed this fact in our notation, one should realize that the curve 
U(p(t)) passes through a finite number of charts (qi ,U,) ,  i = 1,. . . , N .  Thus we can find 
real numbers 0 = tl i . . . < IN such that t E [tj, implies that i (p(t)) E Ui and 
(Gp<,> . U@)) Ui # 0. The orbital distance p from u( t )  to U(p(t)) can be estimated in 
0 each time interval using the argument given above. This completes the proof. 
5. A rigid body with dissipation 
As an application of the previous general theory, we consider .a simple mechanical system 
consisting of a spherical rigid body placed in a rotational symmetric potential field. The 
position of the centre of mass is denoted by q E R3 and the rotation of the body around 
its centre of mass is denoted by A E SO(3) .  The potential is given by a smooth 
function V(4  1qI2). Furthermore, there is a dissipative perturbation that acts on the body. 
We will specify this dissipation later. 
The configuration manifold is Q = SO(3) x R3, hence TQ = Q x so(3) x R3. We 
will identify so(3) with R3 using the following identification. Given 5 E R3, let denote 
the skew mamix satisfying y = 5 x y for all y E R3. Let A E S0(3), then 
SA E TnSO(3) so(3) (j 3aeElpr[SA = A M ] .  
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This implies that the phase space M = T’Q E SO(3) x W’ x E%’ x R’. We will denote an 
element of M by U = (A, q ; n, p )  and identify T,M with R”. The Poisson structure is 
The Hamiltonian for the rigid body in the rotational symmetric potential field is 
with Hamiltonian vector field 
We assume that V ’ ( x )  is strictly positive for all non-negative values of x .  The symmetry 
group for this system is G = SO(3) x SO(3), where the action of g = ( R I ,  Rz) E G on 
(A, q )  E Q is g . (A, q)  = (RI  AR:, Rlq),  with the induced action 
g. U = (RI  AR:, R i q  ; Rzn, R i p )  (15) 
on M = T‘Q. The infinitesimal generator (t, U),+,, : M + T M  associated to an algebra 
element (6, o) E g = P x R3 is 
( t , W ) M ( U )  = (AT< -@,e  X 4 ;  W X n.t X PI. 
The momentum map J : M + g* = B’ x R3 associated to the G action is 
J(U) (9 X p + A n ,  -n). (16) 
We consider the G-equivariant dissipative perturbation 
P ( U ) =  - ~ ( o , q ; 2 ~ , p ) - O ( q  X p - A n , o ) ~ ( U ) .  (17) 
The first component of the perturbation consists of uniform damping in the (4, p)-variables 
and friction in n. The o-component is an infinitesimal spatial rotation about q x p - A n .  
The dynamical equation for this dissipatively perturbed Hamiltonian system is 
U = X / f ( U )  + & P ( u )  or 
5.1. The hypotheses 
First we check the hypotheses on the relative equilibria of the unperturbed Hamiltonian 
system. The first observation is the existence of a stable family of relative equilibria. In 
general, this family is defined on a subset of g*. We shall show below that there exists a 
relative equilibrium with momentum ( f i ,  U) if and only if there exists a positive number .? 
satisfying the equation 
(1% -2 r -  - 4mx v (1)- WI -1u1)’. 
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To satisfy hypothesis (Hz), we need to set conditions on g& that guarantee that the relative 
equilibria with momentum values in g b R E  have trivial isotropy. Therefore we define the 
G-invariant subset gLRE of g* by 
= { ( p ,  VI E g* I 3i,0 [4mfZ v'(f) = (IF[ - I U I ) ~  # 0 # I N I I V I ] }  . 
Let p = (p,  v) E g&. Let A(p) be an element of SO(3) satisfying p.Av = -1pIlvl and 
f (py> 0 be a solution of (19)rFinally, let i j(p) - E R3 be a vector of length f i  in the 
plane orthogonal to p. Define 
l?(p,) - = -V and ,El&) = $$$$ (p x q) . (20) 
lplz = 2 m f v ' ( f )  = m lglz~'(1q12/~).  
It is an immediate consequence of (19) and (20) that the lengths of p and i j  satisfy the 
relation 
(21) 
Straightforward calculations show that J(U(p)) - = - p and DH(U) = D.J5(&)(17), with 
This implies that U(p) = (A(p),  &L), fi(~), p@)) is a relative equilibrium with 
generator c(p). (See, Gr  examp%, AbTaham and Masden 1978.) 
Equiv%ke implies that any element of the G,-orbit of U(p) is a relative equilibrium 
with the same generator. In other words, fzr every p> E W, U(p;p,e) = 
(exp(pp), exp(8 v)) . i(b) is a relative equilibrium with generator g(p) given by (22). 
Hence m, is the G, &it of G(p) and the hypotheses (Hl) is satisGd7 
It is an<mmediatCconsequenG of (15) that if U = (A, q;  n, p )  is fixed by any non- 
trivial element of the symmetry group, then q and p must be parallel, which implies that 
J(u) = (An ,  -n) 6 e&=,. Hence all elements of gLm are regular values of J and 
the hypothesis (HZ) that relative equilibria taking momentum values in gLRE have trivial 
isotropy holds. 
We now specify a condition on the potential V which guarantees that the relative 
equilibria with momentum in g& are stable. Specifically, if the function xzV' (x )  
is monotone increasing, then the relative equilibria Z(p; p, 0)  are orbitally stable for 
all (o ,O E B. Note that this implies that llpl - ] V I [  = x PI increases monotonically 
with 141. 
Lemma 14. r f  
(7-3) 
for allpositive x ,  then the relative equilibria 17 (p; (0.8) are G,-orbitally stable. In particular, 
D2H,(17) is positive semi-definite on TcM, w%h kemel g, - .U. 
Proof. Let p be an element of ghRE and set U = U(p; 9.8) for some choice of ~1 and 8. 
(Note that iFU is stable, then equivariance implies &at any point in the G,-orbit of 17 is 
also stable.) 
To prove orbital stability of 17, it is sufficient to show that DzH,(U) is definite on 
the orthogonal complement S(U) to g, - . r7 in ker[DJ(G)]. We can exgicitly describe the 
d 
dx 
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basis with respect to which the restriction of DzH,(U) to S(U) diagonalizes. The second 
variation of the energy-momentum function is writ& in block matrix form as 
-AT$.D2exp(0)(AT.,AT . )n  0 
0 V ' ( x ) l + V ' ( x ) q e ) q  7 ; j 
-AT$ 0 t l  0 
0 -z 0 A 1  
(24) 
where exp : so(3) + SO(3) denotes the exponential map. The identity -AT$ . 
D2exp(0)(c, 7)li = (A'$ x 5 ) .  (li x q)  implies that DzHf l ( i ) ( v , ,  U,) = &,h,l~,1~, where - 
( Z D H,(u) = - 
Z(ZV"(X) +ZV'(X))  
1 + m V ' ( f )  A1 = 
This can be seen by straightforward calculations involving repeated use of the equilibrium 
relations. 
All of the eigenvalues except AI are guaranteed to be positive, since the equilibrium 
conditions imply that V ' ( i )  is positive. Since S( i )  = span {v1.v2,213, U+), the restriction 
Lemma 14 shows that hypothesis (H3) is satisfied., Orbital stability of the relative 
equilibrium ii implies that the functional L(u)  = H ( u )  - H ( i ( J ( u ) ) )  is a measure for 
the orbital distance between U and S(J(u) ) .  The functional L depends on the variables n 
and A only through the momentum J(u) .  Specifically, let J(u)  = p = (P,  U) E gRRE and 
let 11 be a relative equilibrium with momentum p. Then l l  = -U =-I7 and thus 
of D2H,(U) - to S ( i )  is positive-definite, and i is orbitally stable, if (23) holds. 0 
- 
1 
W )  = %(lPIZ - IiP) + V(ldZ/2)  - v(Bl2/Z) 
1 
2m 
=- IplZ + V(IqlZ/Z) - V(X) -x V'(Z). 
Given a solution u( t )  of the dynamical system (18), we define the projected curve in 
the family of relative equilibria as follows. Define w ( f )  = J(u(r)) and write & = ~ ( 0 ) .  
Solving the differential equations for p and U, we fi& that 
- ~ ( 0  = e-'' (R(r)  PO. VO) 
(26) 
Let I\o be some element in SO(3) such that K O .  & U O  = -Ij~olluol. Let uo be some unit 
vector perpendicular to PO and let X(f) satisfy the relation (19) for p =~p( t )  and U = u ( r ) .  
We define the curve li : R+ + MRE of relative equilibria by 
- 
where R(r) = exp(ff(eCE' - 1) [PO - ZA(O)n(O)]) E SO(3). 
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The expression (26) for the momentum map implies that Ip(r)l = e-"I&l. Thus 
if J ( u ( t ) )  is initially in the subset gLRE of g*, then J(u(t))  stays in this subset for all 
positive times f ,  but pm = 0 @' gGRE. If we consider the evolution of the eigenvalues (Z), 
we see that A3 and A4 dccay to zero as f ---f CO. Thus we are indeed in the case in which we 
need a scaled metric to describe the behaviour of the Lyapunov function. Since Ip(r)l + 0, 
X ( f )  must converge either to zero or to an extremum of the function V .  We have assumed 
that V' is positive on Et+; hence X + 0 as t + 00. 
If equation (23) is satisfied, then it follows from the implicit definition (19) of .? and 
the relation (21) between 1q1 and 1 i 1  that 
1q(p)1 - = O( l~1"~ )  - = O(e-"/' ) and Ij(e)l = O([kl'/') = O(e-"/') 
as t + m .  (28) 
Specifically, if c; = m minoG,G,-(o) V'(x) and C$ = m maxoae (o )  V'(x )  (with CY and CV 
positive), then 
Thus lim,+mi(p(t)) = ( x , ,O;O,O)  for some Am E SO(3). Furthermore, by 
differentiating thgrelation (19) with respect to t, we obtain 
(29) 
- 2 E  V ' q )  X V"(i) - = E(c(&) - 1) where c(p) = .i x 2 V'(X) 4- x V'(X) - 2 a(.?) + .? V'(X) ' -  
The estimate 2 = O(lp1) follows from the expression (19); hence c(p(t)) = O(e-E'). 
Differentiation of the expression (22) gives 
- 
Hence we conclude that l i l  = O(&ece') and (H4) is satisfied. 
Equation (25) impliesthat two of the eigenvalues (A3 and h 4 )  of the restricted second 
variation of the energy-momentum function are of order lpl as p --f 0, while the other two 
are of order one. Thus, while the energy-momentum function can be used as a Lyapunov 
function, the estimates obtained using this function become increasingly weak as p + 0. 
Specifically, if we define the orbital distance functional 
- 
d;(u.u' )= min[Ig.q-q'12+Ig~p-p'121+lAu x A'vI2/Iwl4 
on M,, then Lyapunov stability arguments involving H, - yield ch(fi(t))d:(l)(U(f), - i i(p(t))) - < L ( 3 t ) )  only if ch(p) = O(1fil) as E --f 0. 
While we cannot &pen th% estimate, in the sense of finding a better-behaved function 
ch, we can replace the estimate with a more informative one by choosing a different distance 
function. The distance function d, takes equally into account the influence of all of the 
components of U .  However, Iq(E)l - and li;(p)I - are of order IfiI'/' - as f i  --t 0. Thus, 
we would need dE(u, U )  = U([pl'/2) to show that the relative distanceslq - qI/l@l and 
Ip - Pl/l,?l (assume that U is o p h a l l y  rotated) are even bounded as p + 0. However, the 
orbital distance between A and does not tend towards zero wi thT.  We can explicitly 
integrate the differential equation for A, obtaining A@) = R ( f ) A ( O ) e x ~ ~ w ( O ) ) ,  where 
R(t) is given by (26). Thus IAu x I \wl / lu l*  is time independent. Therefore we define a 
weighted distance functional that progressively discounts A as fi  -f 0. (It does not seem 
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isotropy subgroup is the full group G, so the limiting equilibrium is only stable modulo 
arbitrary rotations.) 
DeEnition 15. Let ‘p : M + RI2 be a chart map such that q(A. q: n. p )  = 
(@(A), q;  ll, p )  for some chart map 0 on the appropriate neighbourhood of A in SO(3), 
e.g. @(A) = exp-’(ArA) on a neighbourhood of some mahix A%, and defule the map 
B, : RI2 + RI2 by - 
B E ( & L  q; n, P)) = ( I W I ’ ~ ~ @ ( N ,  q ;  l~l-’/~n, p )  . 
Define the weighted distancefunctional d on M ,  - by 
J2(u,  U’) = [ 14 - q’I2 + Ip - p’l’] + IAIJ x A ’ ~ 1 ~ / l v 1 ~  U ,  U’ E M,. -
Then d and I I p  are compatible 
Note that since Iw(t)l decreases with time, any function that does not depend on the 
component of y corresponding to the A variable on the original manifold is differentiable, 
Lipschitz continuous, etc with respect to 11, if it has that property with respect to the 
standard Euclidean metric. 
- 
- 
We now check hypothesis (H5). We can write h, as the sum: h, = ff, + i, for - - - 
1 
fi,(Y) - = + V(1412/2) -&E). 4 x P 
and 
where A E SO(3) is the rotational component of ‘p-‘(y). Note that 6, is the energy- 
momentum function of the point mass system with potential V ,  while ,h, is the energy- 
momentum function of the spherical free rigid body. The function h, is smooth and 
independent of 8 ;  hence ff, E LCi (Vp ,  W) for any e.  Inspection of the expression for i, -
and the A and il compon&s of (24) ?how that 
D3i,(e, - 4;  il. P ) ( ~ Y I . ~ Y z ,  8 ~ 3 )  = l ~ l - ” ~ D ~ i ~ ( @ ~  - 4;  n l l v l ,  p)(B,Syi, - BUSYZ, - BpJy3) - 
< I~l-”2c~l~YlI,l~Y21.1SY31. 
for some constant Ci and all (e, q; i7, p )  E D,, where d(p) = m, since i, is smooth 
with respect to the Euclidean norm. Hence h,  E % C ~ ( V , ,  RTC,,/corr(p)) . -  for some constant 
C, if corr(p) = m. 
’ 
- -  - 
The second variation of the momentum map satisfies 
D z j ( e j q ;  ~,P)(sY,sY)  = D z j ( e , q ;  ~/IuI,P)(B~~Y, E,sY) = o(18~12,) - 
for all Sy E Rb and all (0, q ;  n, p )  E D,. .Thus j E LCb(VE, 8:). It,follows immediately 
from the expression (14) that Xk* E LCDD,, - R). - - - 
The vector field $ satisfies 
IP(Y1) - $(Y2)lE < IYI -Yzle+ lPy,(Xjl,,”,.o(YI)) -~,,(Xj,,,,,.,(Yz))le 
+ Ip~~(Xin~n,-n~n~.o) (YZ))~. 
= W l Y I  - YZI,) 
for y ~ ,  y2 E V f l ,  since the orthogonal projections Py and the vector field Xjl,,,,,o, are 
Lipschitz continuous with respect to I I p .  Hence $ E LCo(V,, R~), as required, and (H5.1) 
is satisfied. - 1 -  
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The condition (H5.2) follows immediately from the definition of the Hamiltonian and 
equation (25). A straightforward calculation shows that for - 5 = (e,  o) E g 
IV&(Y)I; - 
where Dsj(y) E L@p3,R3) is determined by the reIationship Doj(y)SS = (DO-’(8)6S)ll, 
and 
I( lvl-” ’(Dej(~))~t* P X 5;  14i/2(AT5 5 X q)I2 = lvlg. M ( Y ) ~  
If we set c j ( ~ )  =~ minyED”Adn(y) and C&) = maxypeAm(y), where h,,,in(y) 
(respectively hman(y)) denotes-the minimum (respectively maxunum) eigenvalue of M(y), 
and cj = minEcwcj(E) ,  Cj = * m a E E w C j ( &  then 
cj IVI IgIz’< IVJ~LV)I; - 6 Cj I V I  Ig12 
for all y E ’Dk and all /L E (p(r)). Note that cj > 0 because l ~ ~ / l u l ’ ~ z  and I,71/IvI’/2 
are bounded away fromzero. &thermore, Dj(y)V,j$(y) - -  = IvI M(y)t. - Altogether this 
implies 
C ’  
Amlv,je(j)l, iDAY)vE&(7)1 G 2 m i v E j i ( y j i k .  & - -  - -  
The infinitesimal generator Xjt (y) satisfies 
1XjtLV)I; - = I4 (5,  w). (M(P) + diag(&j(y)Ddr)T.  - & j ( ~ ) D o j ( y ) ~ ) )  (e. U)’ 
so that cj J u l  I$1’ 6 lXjt(j)l: and the condition (H5.3) is satisfied for corr(p) - = m. 
Hence we conaude that (HSy  is satisfied. 
To verify (€IS), we differentiate the equations for the relative equilibria ii with respect 
to time, obtaining 
Comparing (30) with the expression (17) for the perturbation P, we see that 
res& 4 = - + 7 (0, - P ;  0, P )  - &~~(X,l~.,,(7)) = E  X T , ~ )  (31) 2 l (  3 
where 
5 = 2u(Afi - A(t)n(i)) = Zu(A(f) - A ) u  
and 
&(Y) = -4 c(& (4. P) - h ) ( Y )  
for c(p) as given in (29). Because c(p) = O(lpI), Ir(j, E)( = O(~1p l~ ’~) .  Similarly, 
IF(?)[;= O(.s1~1’/~). Hence we can conclude z a t  (H6) is satisfied-for 01 = -; and 
k(r)  =e-r. 
Next we consider the dissipation coefficient. The energy-momentum function h, # 
LCE(D,, R); hence (H7A) is not valid and we must work directly with hypothesis (a7). 
FimT weshow that the conhibution of the rotational components of the dissipation and the 
residual is neglible. We see that 
We now bound the contribution of the function 6, usin,. the estimates - 
1 h ( ~ )  - &(Y) + - ( D ~ ( Y )  - DLG(Y)Y'?$ - < 16. (Dsj(y) - Dsj(Y))<I 
E -  - 
= O(l~l'~zlrllSYIJ (35) 
and 
D ~ , ( W Y  - = (Di,(F) - D~,(F))SY = ?(IF - ~IEIJYI,). (36) 
Combining (32)-(36), we see that 
( D ~ , ( Y )  - DhE(7)) - h ( F )  - - Dh,(j;))Jy - 
= O(e-E'(Ee-e'/z + j ~ y l & ~ ~ y l J  
and hence (H7) holds for p = f and ~ ( t )  = KoeCT for some constant 
Finally, we turn to the technical hyptheses (H8). The function f,, does not pull back 
to 'a G, invariant function on M,, due to the algebra element ( 5 ,  O).-Hence we drop that 
term 6 d  set 
- 
f,W - .  = -c(14)(4. P) = F,(u) - 
which is invariant under the full group action. Furthermore, res(3, E) = 6x1 ( j ) - ~ X j ~ < , ~ ) ( j ) .  
Because ]<I  = U(&e-"), we have ~ l X , ~ ~ , ~ , ( j ) l ,  = O(E/r(j.&)I), so tondition (H8.1) 
is satisfied. Clearly f, E LCk(D,, R; c(p))  ana XyE 5 LCE(Dp RIz. , c(p)). Because 
e-""/corr(p) = U(l),-this iKpli& that aS.2a) is satisfied-for k f ( ~ )  =-C(/*(T/E)) = 
U(e-r). Straightforward calculations show that $(&)) = O(~ lp l ) .  - Thus (H8.2~) is 
satisfied. 
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Figure I. Square root of the scaled Lya- 
punov function aagainst the 
absolute value of the momentum IL(r)l. 
We started at a relative equilibrium with 
1 ~ 1  = 1 and IuI = 1. We have depicted 
the evolution for E = 0.02,0.04,0.08 and 
0.16. Note the ratio 2 of the E - V ~ ~ U ~ S  that
comes into the picture. Furthermore, there 
is a sviking period doubling if E is divided 
by 2. We do not have a good explanation 
for this phenomenon yet. 
5.2. Approximarion wirh relative equilibria 
Having verified all of the hypotheses, we can apply theorem 4 to show that the curve (27) 
of relative equilibria is a good approximation of the curve u(r )  if u(0) is sufficiently close 
to the relative equilibrium ii(0). In figure 1 we have illustrated this theorem by depicting 
the value of 4- against I&)] as it follows from numerical simulations for various 
values of E and with an initial coa t ion  being a relative equilibrium. 
Theorem 16. Let u ( t )  be a solution of the perrurbed system (18) wirh potential V satishing 
[23), initial condirion u(0) such zhar L(u(O) ,E)  = U(&') for sufficiently small E and 
p(0) E g&. Then L(u(t) ,  E )  = O(&2e-e'), for  alZ t > 0. Hence i fwe  let (@opI(f), J50pI(f)) 
&nore the optimal G,(,)-rotarion of (q(t), p(r)), then 
[A(t)v x ; i ( t ) v [ / l u l '  = U(&) 
Ip(t) - jopI(r)l = O(Ee-Et/Z). 
Iq(t) - (iopt(r)[ = O(E e-''z 1 
Note that the relative distances Iq(t) -~opt~t)l/[~opl(t)l and Ip(t) - popt(t)l/[l?,c(r)l are of 
order E .  As was indicated previously, IA(t)u(r) x ~ ( r ) u ( r ) ~ / ~ u ( r ) l '  = constant = U(&). 
Hence the estimate for A(?)  is sharp. 
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